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Abstract
The full disjunction is a variation of the join operator that maximally combines tuples from connected relations, while preserving
all information in the relations. The full disjunction can be seen as a natural extension of the binary outerjoin operator to an arbitrary
number of relations and is a useful operator for information integration. This paper presents the algorithm INCREMENTALFD for
computing the full disjunction of a set of relations. INCREMENTALFD improves upon previous algorithms for computing the full
disjunction in four ways. First, it has a lower total runtime when computing the full result and a lower runtime when computing
only k tuples of the result, for any constant k. Second, for a natural class of ranking functions, INCREMENTALFD can be adapted to
return tuples in ranking order. Third, a variation of INCREMENTALFD can be used to return approximate full disjunctions (which
contain maximal approximately join consistent tuples). Fourth, INCREMENTALFD can be adapted to have a block-based execution,
instead of a tuple-based execution.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, users are presented with a wealth of sources of information on almost every topic of interest. One of
the major challenges in effectively querying a collection of data sources is combining the data together in a coherent
fashion without losing information. For example, consider a tourist who is choosing a destination. Among the plethora
of sites that contain tourist information are sites that specify climates, sites that elaborate on tourist attractions and sites
that specialize in hotels. Hence, tables, such as those appearing in Table 1, might each be derived from (at least one)
different source. Such tables may be missing values, e.g., the rating of the Hilton hotel, either because the original site
was missing this information, or because the wrapping technique used to create the table from the site was imperfect.
When combining information from several sources, an attempt must be made to both (1) put together related
information and (2) avoid losing partial information. For relational databases, the full disjunction operator has been
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Tourist information
Climates
Country Climate
c1 Canada diverse
c2 UK temperate
c3 Bahamas tropical
Accommodations
Country City Hotel Stars
a1 Canada Toronto Plaza 4
a2 Canada London Ramada 3
a3 Bahamas Nassau Hilton ⊥
Sites
Country City Site
s1 Canada London Air Show
s2 Canada ⊥ Mount Logan
s3 UK London Buckingham
s4 UK London Hyde Park
Table 2
The first column of this table is the full disjunction of the relations in Table 1, i.e., FD(Climates, Accommodations,
Sites), using our tuple set notation
Country City Climate Hotel Stars Site
{c1, a1} Canada Toronto diverse Plaza 4 ⊥
{c1, a2, s1} Canada London diverse Ramada 3 Air Show
{c1, s2} Canada ⊥ diverse ⊥ ⊥ Mount Logan
{c2, s3} UK London temperate ⊥ ⊥ Buckingham
{c2, s4} UK London temperate ⊥ ⊥ Hyde Park
{c3, a3} Bahamas Nassau tropical Hilton ⊥ ⊥
The remaining columns contain the natural join of the tuples in each tuple set, padded with null values.
proposed [1,2] to fulfill this purpose. The full disjunction is a natural extension of the outerjoin operator to an arbitrary
number of relations. Intuitively, the full disjunction of a set of relations maximally combines tuples from connected
relations, while preserving all information in the relations. For example, the full disjunction of the tables in Table 1
appears in Table 2. See Section 2 for a formal definition of full disjunctions.
Two methods for computing full disjunctions have been presented in the past. In [2] it was shown that the full
disjunction can be computed by using a series of outerjoin operations exactly for the special case where the relations
form a γ -acyclic hypergraph. An algorithm that computes full disjunctions for an arbitrary set of relations was pre-
sented in [3]. This algorithm runs in polynomial time in the size of the input and the output. In other words, all the
tuples in the result are returned in time that is a polynomial function in the size of the relations in the input and the
size of the tuples in the output.
The output of a full disjunction of relations may be very large. In an online environment the user may not be
interested in viewing all results. Instead, it may be sufficient for her to view a few highly ranking results. For example,
consider a tourist looking for a destination with a highly rated hotel and tourist attractions in the vicinity. Suppose that
the tourist prefers a tropical climate to a temperate climate, and a temperate climate to a diverse climate. It would be
advantageous to display the result in reverse order to that of Table 2. If the result has a large number of tuples with a
diverse climate, then generating the result in ranking order will have a large impact on the time required for the user to
view the first few tuples. The algorithm of [3] does not return any tuples until all processing is complete (and cannot
easily be adapted to do so). Hence this algorithm is not suitable for an online user.
Optimizing query evaluation to return the top-k ranking tuples is highly important when query answers are large
and the user is not interested in viewing all tuples. This problem comes in two distinct flavors. In the top-k selection
problem [4,5], the input consists of a set of objects, each having a set of score dimensions. The goal is to output the
top-k objects with the highest combined scores. In the top-k join problem [6–8], the input consists of different objects,
each with a score on a single dimension. A join condition determines how different objects may be combined to yield
a single answer. The goal is to output the top-k sets of objects with the highest combined scores. The problem of
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the result may differ in their sizes (due to the number of non-null columns).
In this paper we present a new algorithm for computing the full disjunction of an arbitrary set of relations. Our
algorithm improves upon the algorithm in [3] in two ways. First, it has a lower total runtime when computing the full
result and, moreover, it can compute k tuples of the result in polynomial time in the input and k. Second, it can be
adapted to have a block-based execution, instead of a tuple-based execution. Thus, our algorithm can be integrated
into a standard query processor.
We also consider two variations of the problem of computing a full disjunction and present algorithms for both
variations. First, we consider the problem of returning the full disjunction in ranking order, for a given ranking func-
tion. For a natural class of ranking functions, we present an algorithm that returns results in ranking order. Using this
algorithm, the top-k answers can be returned in polynomial time, for a given k. (No previous algorithms are known for
computing a full disjunction in ranking order, according to any ranking function.) Second, we consider the problem
of computing approximate full disjunctions. In this context, there is a degree of uncertainty in deciding whether sets
of tuple are join consistent. This is common in information integration scenarios. Given a threshold τ , and an approx-
imate join function A, we would like to return all results T whose likelihood of representing entities that are join
consistent and connected is at least τ , i.e., for which A(T ) τ . For a natural class of approximate join functions A,
we present an algorithm that solves this problem efficiently.
2. Full disjunctions
When dealing with incomplete information, the outerjoin operator often replaces the join operator, since the out-
erjoin preserves all the information in the source relations by returning partial answers. The outerjoin operator is not
associative, and thus, is order dependent when applied to more than two relations. The full-disjunction operator is a
natural associative extension of the outerjoin operator to an arbitrary number of relations.
In this section we formally define the full disjunction operator. We start with some auxiliary definitions. Let t be
a tuple in a relation R. We use Schema(t) to denote the set of attributes in the relation to which t belongs, i.e., in the
relation R. Let A be an attribute in Schema(t). We use t[A] to denote the value of t for the attribute A. We use ⊥ to
denote the null value.
Two relations are connected if they share a common attribute. A set of relationsR= {R1, . . . ,Rn} is connected if
it forms a connected graph (when creating a vertex for each relation Ri and placing an edge between vertices Ri and
Rj if they are connected).
If R is a set of relations, we use Tuples(R) to denote the set of all tuples in any relation in R. Let T ⊆ Tuples(R)
be a set of tuples, called a tuple set for short. We say that T is connected if
(i) no two tuples from T belong to the same relation and
(ii) the tuples of T belong to a connected set of relations.
We say that T is join consistent if for every two tuples t1 and t2 ∈ T and for every attribute A ∈ Schema(t1) ∩
Schema(t2), the following holds: t1[A] = t2[A] = ⊥. If T is both join consistent and connected, then we write JCC(T ).
We define the full disjunction of a set of relations. Our definition differs from that of [2] in two aspects. First,
a full disjunction is a set of tuple sets, instead of a set of tuples. This difference is mainly for ease of exposition of
our algorithm. Second, we allow the source relations to contain null values. See Example 2.2 for further discussion of
these differences.
Definition 2.1 (Full disjunction). Let R be a set of relations. The full disjunction of R, denoted FD(R), is a set of
tuple sets such that the following hold:
(i) No redundancy. No tuple set of FD(R) is strictly contained in another tuple set of FD(R).
(ii) Tuples sets are join consistent and connected: If T ∈ FD(R) then JCC(T ).
(iii) All join consistent and connected tuple sets are represented: Let T ⊆ Tuples(R) be a tuple set such that JCC(T ).
Then, T is contained in some tuple set in FD(R).
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ence, each tuple is labeled in the first column of each table. The natural join of these three relations contains the single
tuple (Canada,London,diverse,Ramada,3,AirShow). The full disjunction of these relations (Defini-
tion 2.1) is the set of tuple sets appearing in the first column of Table 2. Note that the tuple set {c1, s2} does not contain
a tuple from Accommodations since no tuple in Accommodations is join consistent with {c1, s2}, because of
the null value in attribute City of s2.
In previous papers, e.g., [2], the full disjunction is a set of tuples (rather than tuple sets). These tuples are exactly
those derived by computing the natural join of the tuples in our tuple sets, and padding the remaining attributes with
null values. Hence, by the definition of [2], the tuples in the full disjunction of the relations in Table 1 appear in the
last 6 columns of Table 2.
Our definition was chosen for ease of exposition of our algorithm. The difference between our definition and that
of [2] is rather subtle and is related to how subsumption is defined. Our definition of a full disjunction differs from
that of [2] in that we define subsumption in terms of containment of tuple sets. For the case of full disjunctions over
source relations that do not contain null values, this coincides with the notion of subsumption from [2]. (Note that [2]
did not allow null values in their source relations.)
3. Complexity classes
The full disjunction of a given set of relations cannot be computed in polynomial time, in the general case. This
follows from the fact that the size of FD(R1, . . . ,Rn) may be exponential in n and thus, exponential time may be
needed in order to print the tuples in the result. Hence, the input–output complexity measure [9] is of interest when
analyzing the problem of evaluating a full disjunction. Under input–output complexity, the complexity of a problem
is analyzed as a function of the size of its input and output. We say that a problem is in the complexity class PIO if it
can be solved in polynomial time under input–output complexity, i.e., if its runtime is a polynomial in the size of its
input and output.
For most classes of queries, query evaluation is not in PIO. For example, the natural join of a set of relations cannot
usually be evaluated in polynomial time under input–output complexity, since it is NP-complete to determine whether
the result of a join is nonempty [10]. Much effort has been put into finding classes of queries for which evaluation
is in PIO. For such classes of queries, query evaluation can be considered “inherently easy,” since evaluation is only
polynomially longer than reading the input and printing the output. For example, for the class of acyclic joins [9] and
for the class of queries with bounded variable size [11], query evaluation is in PIO. Recently, it has also been shown
that evaluating a full disjunction is in PIO [3].
Another complexity class that is of interest when dealing with problems that may have large outputs (such as query
evaluation) is incremental polynomial time, or PINC [12] for short. Formally, a problem is in PINC if for all k, it holds
that k arbitrary items in the output of the problem can be returned in polynomial time in the input and k. Observe that
PTIME ⊆ PINC ⊆ PIO. The class PINC is of interest when the user is interested in optimizing query-evaluation time
for retrieval of the first k tuples, as opposed to optimizing for overall time. (Many commercial database systems allow
the user to specify the option of optimizing for retrieval of the first k tuples.) This is particularly useful in a scenario
where the user reads the tuples as they are delivered, or is only interested in looking at a small portion of the total
answer. If query evaluation is in PIO, but not in PINC, the user may have to wait exponential time until the entire
output is created, before viewing a single tuple. One of the contributions of this paper is to present an algorithm that
computes the full disjunction of a set of relations in incremental polynomial time.
The fact that a query can be evaluated in PINC does not imply that there is an algorithm that returns k items in
the output in polynomial time in the input and k, according to some ranking order. In fact, we show that although the
problem of computing a full disjunction is in PINC, there are ranking functions for which tuples cannot be returned
in ranking order. For a natural class of ranking functions, we show how to return the tuples in ranking order. Thus, for
such ranking functions, the top-k tuples in a full disjunction can be returned in polynomial time in the input and k.
4. Computing a full disjunction
In this section we present an improved algorithm for computing the full disjunction of a set of relations. We then
show its correctness and analyze its runtime. In Section 5 we adapt the algorithm so as to return results in ranking order
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Fig. 2. Given a set of relations R= {R1, . . . ,Rn}, an index i  n and lists Incomplete and Complete, the algorithm GETNEXTRESULT returns a
new result that belongs to FDi (R).
and in Section 6 we adapt the algorithm to return approximate full disjunctions. In Section 7 we discuss optimizations
to the algorithm towards the goal of implementing it in a database system.
We use FDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn}) (for i  n) to denote the subset of FD({R1, . . . ,Rn}) that contains tuple sets with a
tuple from Ri . Formally,
FDi
({R1, . . . ,Rn}
) := {T | T ∈ FD({R1, . . . ,Rn}
)
and T contains a tuple from Ri
}
.
In Fig. 1 we present the algorithm INCREMENTALFD, which, given a set of relationsR= {R1, . . . ,Rn} and an index i,
computes FDi (R). Clearly, this algorithm can be used to derive an algorithm for computing the full disjunction of
R1, . . . ,Rn, since
FD
({R1, . . . ,Rn}
)=
n⋃
i=1
FDi
({R1, . . . ,Rn}
)
.
We start by giving an intuitive explanation of INCREMENTALFD, and its subprocedure GETNEXTRESULT.
The algorithm INCREMENTALFD uses two linked lists to store tuple sets, called Complete and Incomplete. In the
linked list Complete we store tuple sets that have already been printed as part of the result. In the linked list Incomplete
we store tuple sets that will eventually be extended and printed. The linked list Complete starts out empty. The linked
list Incomplete is initialized with a tuple set {t} for each tuple t ∈ Ri . The algorithm loops over the tuple sets T in
Incomplete (Line 5). For each T , the algorithm GETNEXTRESULT from Fig. 2 is called. This algorithm returns a new
result, which is printed and added to Complete in Lines 7–8. We note that GETNEXTRESULT also finds additional
tuple sets that should be extended to create results and adds these tuple sets to Incomplete.
The algorithm GETNEXTRESULT returns a new result, given the relations R1, . . . ,Rn, the index i, and the linked
lists Complete and Incomplete. First, a tuple set T is removed from Incomplete (Line 1). In Lines 2–6 the tuple set T
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The lists Incomplete and Complete during the execution of INCREMENTALFD({Climates, Accommodations,
Sites}, 1)
Initialization Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4 Iteration 5 Iteration 6
Incomplete {c1} {c1, a2, s1} {c1, s2} {c2} {c2, s4} {c3}
{c2} {c1, s2} {c2} {c3} {c3}
{c3} {c2} {c3}
{c3}
Complete {c1, a1} {c1, a1} {c1, a1} {c1, a1} {c1, a1} {c1, a1}
{c1, a2, s1} {c1, a2, s1} {c1, a2, s1} {c1, a2, s1} {c1, a2, s1}
{c1, s2} {c1, s2} {c1, s2} {c1, s2}
{c2, s3} {c2, s3} {c2, s3}
{c2, s4} {c2, s4}
{c3, a3}
is extended with additional tuples that are join consistent and connected to T . After these lines, the set T is guaranteed
to be a tuple set in the result. In Lines 7–18 we deal with tuples that do not belong to T . It is possible that such tuples
can be combined with a subset of T in order to create a (subset of) a tuple set in the result. Hence, given a tuple tb /∈ T ,
we find the maximal subset T ′ of T ∪ {tb} that contains tb and is join consistent and connected (Line 8). It is not
difficult to prove that this subset is unique.3 If T ′ contains a tuple from Ri , then in principle, T ′ should be extended in
order to derive a tuple in the result. In order to avoid an exponential blowup in the size of Incomplete, we first check
if T ′ is contained in a tuple set of Complete (Line 11) or can be combined with a tuple set of Incomplete (Line 14).
Only if neither of these is possible, do we directly add T ′ to Incomplete (Line 18).
Example 4.1. Consider the execution of the algorithm INCREMENTALFD, when called with the set of relations
{Climates, Sites, Accommodations} and with the index 1. In Table 3, we show the contents of the linked
lists Incomplete and Complete throughout the execution.
After initialization (Lines 1–4), Incomplete contains the tuple sets {c1}, {c2}, {c3}, as shown in the Initialization
column in Table 3.
Consider the first iteration of the loop over Incomplete (Line 5 in Fig. 1). When GETNEXTRESULT (Fig. 2) is
called, {c1} will be removed. During Lines 2–6 of GETNEXTRESULT, the tuple set {c1} can be extended to {c1, a1}.
No additional tuples are join consistent and connected to {c1, a1}. The loop in Line 7 of GETNEXTRESULT iterates
over tuples that are in Sites and Accommodations, but not in {c1, a1}. Suppose that the tuple a2 is reached. Then,
{c1, a2} will be added into Incomplete. Note that when a3 is reached, the maximal subset T ′ will be the set {a3} and
nothing will be added to Incomplete, since {a3} contains no tuple from Climates. Suppose now that s1 is reached.
Then, the maximal subset T ′ will be equal to {c1, s1}. Instead of adding {c1, s1} directly to Incomplete, the set {c1, a2}
will be replaced by {c1, a2, s1} in Incomplete (Line 15). When s2 is reached, the tuple set {c1, s2} will be added to
Incomplete. When s3 is reached no new tuple set will be added to Incomplete. Thus, at the end of the first iteration
of loop over Incomplete, the contents of Incomplete and Complete will be as depicted in the column Iteration 1 of
Table 3. Incomplete contains the tuple sets {c1, a2, s1} and {c1, s2} (which were generated during the iteration), along
with {c2} and {c3} (which remain from the initialization step). The linked list Complete contains the tuple set {c1, a1},
which has been printed.
During the second iteration over Incomplete, the procedure GETNEXTRESULT is called again. This time the tuple
set {c1, a2, s1} is removed. This tuple set is already maximal, and hence, it will not be extended in Lines 2–6 of Fig. 2.
Every attempt in the loop of Line 7 to find tuples that are connected to c1, but not contained in {c1, a2, s1} yields a
tuple set that is contained in {c1, a1}, which appears in Complete. Hence, no new tuple sets are added to Incomplete
during this iteration of the loop over Incomplete.
The execution continues in a similar fashion, until the linked list Incomplete is empty. In this case, the algorithm
has actually generated all tuple sets in the full disjunction, since every tuple set in the full disjunction contains a tuple
3 T ′ can be obtained from T ∪ {tb} as follows. First, remove all tuples t ′ , such that {t ′, tb} is not join consistent. In particular, note that t ′ is
removed if it is from the same relation as tb . Then, choose the tuples in the connected component that includes tb .
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would not have been generated. Note that the loop over Incomplete iterates exactly the same number of times as there
are tuple sets appearing in the result (i.e., 6 times). This holds since during every iteration of the loop, a new tuple set
in the result is generated and printed.
We now show correctness of the algorithm INCREMENTALFD.
Theorem 4.2 (Prints correct tuples). Let R= {R1, . . . ,Rn} be a set of relations and i be an index (i  n). Let F be
the set of tuple sets printed during the execution of the algorithm INCREMENTALFD(R, i). Then,
F = FDi (R).
Proof. The inclusion “⊆” follows from a simple analysis of the execution of INCREMENTALFD and its subprocedure
GETNEXTRESULT. First, observe that throughout the algorithms we only add join consistent and connected tuple
sets to Incomplete. Next, after removing a tuple set T from Incomplete, we print this tuple set only after it has
been maximally extended with join consistent and connected tuples. (This extension is performed in Lines 2–6 of
GETNEXTRESULT.) Hence, whenever a tuple set is printed, it is guaranteed to be a tuple set in the result.
We now show inclusion “⊇.” Let T0 be a tuple set in FDi (R). Let ti be the tuple in T0 that is in Ri . Let T be a tuple
set in F that contains ti . We use ϕ(T0, T ) to denote the maximal subset of T0 ∩ T that contains ti and is connected.
Let T∗ be a tuple set in F that contains ti , such that ϕ(T0, T∗) is of maximal size (i.e., has a maximal number of
tuples). It is not difficult to see that there is such a tuple set since {ti} is added to Incomplete in Line 4 of INCRE-
MENTALFD. If T∗ = T0, then we are finished. Suppose otherwise. Observe that this implies that there is some tuple
t∗ ∈ T0 − T∗ such that ϕ(T0, T∗) ∪ {t∗} is join consistent and connected.
Consider the iteration of the while loop (Line 5 of INCREMENTALFD) in which T∗ was printed. The procedure
GETNEXTRESULT is called. At some point in the iteration of the foreach loop (Line 7 of GETNEXTRESULT), the
tuple t∗ will be reached. It follows that at the end of the iteration of the while loop, there will be a tuple set T ′∗ in
Incomplete or Complete that contains all the tuples in ϕ(T0, T∗) ∪ {t∗}. Eventually, T ′∗ (or an extension of it) will be
printed. This contradicts the maximality of T∗ in F . 
Remark 4.3. In the algorithm INCREMENTALFD, we initialize Incomplete with a tuple set {t} for every tuple t in the
relation Ri . Later on we will consider variations of this algorithm in which the list Incomplete is initialized in other
ways. By examining the proof of Theorem 4.2, it is easy to see that this theorem remains correct, even with a different
initialization of Incomplete, as long as the following conditions hold:
– Every tuple set inserted into Incomplete in the initialization stage is join consistent and connected. (This is needed
for the inclusion “⊆.”)
– Every tuple in Ri appears in some tuple set inserted into Incomplete during the initialization. (This is needed for
the inclusion “⊇.”)
To completely prove correctness of INCREMENTALFD, we must also show that each tuple set in FDi (R) is printed
at most once throughout the execution of INCREMENTALFD. We prove the following necessary lemma.
Lemma 4.4 (Tuple sets in lists). Throughout the execution of INCREMENTALFD it holds that if T1 and T2 are tuple
sets in Incomplete or Complete, then there is no tuple set T ∈ FDi (R) such that T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T .
Proof. We prove the required by induction on the execution of INCREMENTALFD. Clearly our claim holds for the
base case before the first iteration of the loop of Line 5 of INCREMENTALFD, i.e., after initialization, since no tuple
set in the output can contain two tuples from the same relation.
Suppose that the claim holds after inserting i tuple sets into Incomplete and Complete. We show that the claim
holds after inserting i + 1 tuple sets. Let T2 be the (i + 1)th tuple set inserted into Complete or Incomplete. Suppose,
by way of contradiction, that there is a tuple set T1 in Incomplete or Complete and a tuple set T ∈ FDi (R) such that
T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T . (The tuple set T1 is already in Incomplete or in Complete before T2 is inserted.)
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RESULT would have been true. This follows since T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T , and therefore T1 and T2 are join consistent.
In addition, since T1 and T2 both contain the same tuple from Ri , they are connected. Hence, JCC(T1 ∪ T2) holds,
and therefore, T2 would not have been inserted into Incomplete. If T1 ∈ Complete, then T1 = T . (To see this, observe
that T1 was printed before being inserted into Complete. Thus, by Theorem 4.2, it holds that T1 is maximal.) Hence,
T2 ⊆ T1, and the condition of Line 11 of GETNEXTRESULT would have been true for T1 and therefore, T2 would not
have been inserted. We can conclude that it is impossible for T2 to have been inserted into Incomplete.
Suppose now that T2 was inserted into Complete. Recall that a subset T ′2 of T2 was in Incomplete, and this subset
was removed (in Line 1 of GETNEXTRESULT) and extended to form T2 (in Lines 2–6 of GETNEXTRESULT). By the
induction hypothesis, at the point when T ′2 was in Incomplete, there was no tuple set T1 in Incomplete or Complete
and tuple set T ∈ FDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn}) such that T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T . Hence, if there is now such a tuple set T1, it must
have been inserted after T ′2 was removed from Incomplete and before T2 was inserted into Complete. This implies that
T1 is a tuple set that was inserted into Incomplete during the execution of the loop in Line 7 of GETNEXTRESULT.
However, this is not possible, since T1 has a tuple tb not in T2, and T2 is a maximal join consistent and connected tuple
set. We conclude that it is impossible for T2 to have been inserted into Complete. 
Remark 4.5. As discussed before, we will consider variations of INCREMENTALFD in which we initialize Incomplete
differently. In order for Lemma 4.4 to remain correct, we must always insure that the requirement of the Lemma holds
immediately after initialization. In other words, the initialization process must not add two tuple sets T1 and T2 to
Incomplete such that there is a tuple set T ∈ FDi (R) with T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T . Note that if the initialization is
performed in such a fashion, then Theorem 4.6, which is based on Lemma 4.4, also remains correct.
Using Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.4, we conclude INCREMENTALFD is correct, i.e., that each tuple set in FDi (R)
is printed exactly once throughout the execution of INCREMENTALFD.
Theorem 4.6 (Print correct tuple sets exactly once). Consider a set of relations R = {R1, . . . ,Rn} and an index i
(i  n). Each tuple set in FDi (R) is printed exactly once during the execution of INCREMENTALFD(R, i).
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 it follows that each tuple set T in the result is printed at least once. It remains to show that
no tuple set is printed more than once. Suppose, by way of contradiction that a tuple set T is printed two times. This
implies T was added to Complete two times. However, it is not possible for Complete to contain two copies of a
tuple set, since this would contradict Lemma 4.4. We conclude that each tuple set in the result is printed exactly one
time. 
By Theorem 4.6 we also immediately derive an upper bound on the size of Incomplete and Complete during the
execution of INCREMENTALFD.
Corollary 4.7 (Size of lists). Throughout the execution of INCREMENTALFD(R, i), the total number of tuple sets in
Incomplete and Complete together is at most the number of tuple sets in FDi (R).
Corollary 4.7 follows since each tuple set is printed before it is inserted into Complete, and each tuple set from
Incomplete is eventually extended and printed.
Before analyzing the time complexity, we discuss the data structure used to store tuple sets. A tuple set T is
represented as a linked list of triples (r, a, v), where:
– r is a relation name;
– a is an attribute (appearing in r);
– v is the value of the attribute a.
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Triples with the same attribute names are sorted by ascending relation names.
In addition, we also store an auxiliary structure, for each relation. In particular we store the numerical position in
which each attribute would be placed, if the attributes were sorted in ascending order. Observe that auxiliary structure
allows us to create, in linear time, a singleton tuple set {t}, out of a tuple t , using bucket sort.
In the following theorems we use fi to denote the total size of FDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn}), f to denote the total size of
FD({R1, . . . ,Rn}) and s to denote the total size of R1, . . . ,Rn. Note that fi , f and s do not designate numbers of
tuples, but rather total size (including the number of tuples, number of attributes and sizes of attributes).
Theorem 4.8 (Time and space complexity). Let R = {R1, . . . ,Rn} be a set of relations and i be an index (i  n).
INCREMENTALFD(R, i) runs in O(sn2f 2i ) time and uses O(fi) space.
Proof. By Corollary 4.7, the total size of Complete and Incomplete is bounded by fi . This shows the space require-
ment.
To show the time requirement, we first observe that Corollary 4.7 also implies that the number of iterations of the
loop in Line 5 of INCREMENTALFD is bounded by fi . This follows since Complete grows by one tuple set during
each iteration of the loop in Line 5. To be more exact, fi is actually larger than simply the number of iterations of the
loop in Line 5, since fi is not the number of tuple sets in the result, but rather their total size. So, fi is actually the
amount of time spent reading Incomplete for all iterations of the loop in Line 5.
We now analyze the cost of GETNEXTRESULT, which is called during each iteration of the loop in Line 5 of
INCREMENTALFD. In Line 2 of GETNEXTRESULT we continuously read the entire database (of size s) until no new
tuple can be added to the set T . Since any tuple set in the full disjunction contains at most n tuples, this loop runs at
most n times. Thus, this inner loop runs in time O(sn).5
In the loop of Line 7, we iterate over the remaining tuples in the database (of size s). For each tuple tb , we perform
the following two actions:
(i) We generate the maximal tuple set T ′ that is contained in T ∪ {tb} and is join consistent and connected: The set
T ′ can be obtained from T ∪ {tb} as follows. First, remove all tuples t , such that {t, tb} is not join consistent.
Observe that all such tuples t can be found with a single linear pass over T and {tb}. They can be removed with
an additional pass over T .
Second, choose the tuples in the connected component that includes tb . These tuples can be found in time O(n2)
by searching an auxiliary graph structure that uses the relations as nodes, and contains an edge between any two
connected relations. The unconnected tuples can, as before, be removed with a linear pass over T .
(ii) After generating T ′, we consider each tuple set S in Incomplete and Complete (of total size bounded by fi ), and
check whether JCC(S ∪ T ′): This can be performed in linear time by a single pass over the tuple sets S and T ′,
since JCC(S ∪ T ′) holds if and only if:
– S and T ′ do not contain the same attribute with different values,
– S and T ′ contain at least one common attribute.
Clearly, with a single pass over S and T ′ we can check these properties. Thus, the cost of this step is simply that
of reading the entire Complete and Incomplete, for each tuple tb .
The cost of reading T ′ can be amortized into the cost of reading the tuple T from Incomplete. Thus (ignoring the cost
of reading T and T ′, which was taken into consideration when analyzing the cost of the outer loop), this inner loop
runs in time O(s(n2 + fi)).
In total, the algorithm runs O(fi(sn + s(n2 + fi))) =O(sn2f 2i ), as claimed. 
4 We note that two different triples with the same values for a will also have the same values for v. Therefore, the v values do not actually have
to be duplicated. To simplify the analysis, we will assume hereafter that these values are indeed duplicated.
5 Actually, by always considering relations that are connected to T , i.e., relations that have a common attribute with some tuple in T , it is
sufficient to consider each relation once. Thus, the complexity of this loop can be reduced to O(s). However, this does not affect the total big-O
complexity of the algorithm.
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If care is not taken, each tuple set T in the output will be printed as many times as there are tuples in T . In order
to avoid duplicate answers, before printing a tuple set T of FDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn}), the algorithm should check if T
contains a tuple from R1, . . . ,Ri−1. If so, T was already printed in a previous iteration of the algorithm. We derive
Corollary 4.9, which states that the problem of computing a full disjunction is in PIO.
Corollary 4.9 (Runtime for computing full disjunction). Let R be a set of relations. The full disjunction of R, i.e.,
FD(R), can be computed in time O(sn3f 2).
The algorithm for computing a full disjunction, presented in [3], runs inO(s2n5f 2). Hence, our algorithm improves
upon the total runtime significantly. In addition, the algorithm of [3] does not return any answers until the entire
full disjunction is computed. The following theorem shows that our algorithm can return k answers in time that is
polynomial in the input and k, for any constant k. Thus, the problem of computing a full disjunction is in PINC.
Theorem 4.10 (Generating k answers). For any constant k, it is possible to generate k distinct tuple sets from FD(R)
in time O(s2n4k2).
Proof. Each time that we call GETNEXTRESULT a tuple set T ∈ FD(R) is generated. However, each tuple set may
be created several times—once for each tuple that it contains. Therefore, in order to derive k different results, we must
call GETNEXTRESULT at most nk times.
The runtime of GETNEXTRESULT depends on the sizes of Complete and Incomplete. Obviously, these change
during the execution of GETNEXTRESULT. However, we can make a worst time analysis of the sizes of Complete and
Incomplete during any call to GETNEXTRESULT. In particular, consider the j th call to GETNEXTRESULT. The list
Complete contains at most j − 1 tuple sets, since at most one tuple set is added to Complete after each call to GET-
NEXTRESULT. The list Incomplete is initialized with at most s tuple sets. (This is an overestimate, since Incomplete
actually starts out being the size of Ri .) During each call to GETNEXTRESULT, we may add, at worst, an additional
s tuple sets, i.e., once for each tuple tb considered in Line 7. Hence, during the j th call to GETNEXTRESULT, the list
Incomplete contains at most js tuple sets.
Now that we have an estimate of the sizes of Complete and Incomplete, we can analyze the runtime of GETNEXT-
RESULT during the j th time that we call this procedure. Using the exact same reasoning as in Theorem 4.8, we
derive that the j th time that we call GETNEXTRESULT, this procedures runs in time O(js2n2). Observe that the time
function is monotonically increasing in j , and hence, is maximal for the last time that we call GETNEXTRESULT, i.e.,
when j = nk.
It now follows that INCREMENTALFD returns k answers in time O(k2s2n4). 
Corollary 4.11 (PINC). Given a set of relationsR, the full disjunction of R can be generated in incremental polyno-
mial time.
Note that the time to return k answers will usually be better than the worst time estimate of Theorem 4.10. To
see this, observe that the last result (i.e., the f th result) is returned in time O(sn3f 2) by Corollary 4.9 and in time
O(s2n4f 2) by Theorem 4.10. This discrepancy can be explained since we used a worst case analysis of the size of
Incomplete in Theorem 4.10. However, Incomplete is usually much smaller than our worst case analysis.
5. Returning answers in ranking order
Theorem 4.10 states that k answers can be returned to the user in time that is polynomial in the input and in k.
This result is especially useful if the answers are returned according to some ranking order. In such a case, the top-k
answers could be returned efficiently. We formally define a ranking function and consider the problem of returning
answers in ranking order.
Every tuple t in the database is associated with a numerical value imp(t). Intuitively, imp(t) determines the impor-
tance of t . A ranking function f is a function that, given a tuple set T , returns a numerical value. We only consider
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example, the following are ranking functions:
fmax(T ) := max
{
imp(t) | t ∈ T },
fsum(T ) :=
∑
t∈T
imp(t).
Intuitively, fmax assigns a tuple set T the maximum value of any tuple in T , and fsum assigns a tuple set T the sum of
all values of tuples in T .
The top-(k, f ) full-disjunction problem is as follows: Given a set of relationsR= {R1, . . . ,Rn}, a ranking function
f and a positive integer k, find k tuple sets in FD(R) that have the highest rankings, according to f . (Ties are broken
arbitrarily.) Proposition 5.1 states that the top-(k, f ) full-disjunction problem is not always tractable, even for k = 1.
Proposition 5.1 (Intractable). The top-(1, fsum) full-disjunction problem is NP-hard.
Proof. Let R= {R1, . . . ,Rn} be a set of relations. We define imp(t) = 1 for every tuple t in R. The highest ranking
tuple set in FD(R) according to the ranking function fsum is simply the tuple set with the most tuples. Hence, by
looking at this tuple set we can determine whether or not the natural join of FD(R) is empty. (It is empty if and
only if the highest ranking tuple set according to fsum contains fewer than n tuples.) The problem of determining
nonemptiness of the natural join of a set of relations is known to be NP-complete [10]. Hence, we derive that the
top-(1, fsum) full-disjunction problem is NP-hard. 
Intuitively, the difficulty lies in the fact that in order to determine the highest ranking answers according to fsum,
we need to know how many tuples are in the best tuple sets. Thus, it is of interest to consider ranking functions that
determine the ranking of a tuple set according to a fixed number of elements in the tuple set, such as fmax.
Let c be a positive integer. A ranking function f is c-determined if, for every tuple set T , there exists a tuple set
T ′ such that
– T ′ ⊆ T ;
– T ′ is connected;
– |T ′| c;
– f (T ′) = f (T ).
A ranking function f is monotonically c-determined if, there is an integer c such that f is c-determined, and for every
pair of connected tuple sets T and T ′ it holds that6
T ′ ⊆ T ⇒ f (T ′) f (T ).
For example, fmax is monotonically 1-determined and the ranking function
f := max{imp(t1) + imp(t2) × imp(t3) | t1, t2, t3 ∈ T ∧ {t1, t2, t3} is connected
}
is monotonically 3-determined. Intuitively, a ranking function is monotonically c-determined if it is possible to deter-
mine the relative ranking of tuple sets by looking at a fixed number of the tuples in the tuple sets.
We show that the top-(k, f ) full-disjunction problem can be solved in polynomial time in the size of the input
and k, if f is monotonically c-determined, for some given constant c. In order to show this, we adapt the algorithm
INCREMENTALFD to return results in ranking order. The adaptation, called PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD, appears in
Fig. 3. The main changes that are made to INCREMENTALFD are as follows:
– We no longer run INCREMENTALFD sequentially for all i  n. Instead, there are n lists Incompletei , for each
1 i  n. Each Incompletei contains tuple sets that would be in Incomplete, if the second parameter of INCRE-
MENTALFD was i (i.e., tuple sets that contain a tuple from Ri ).
6 This definition is slightly different from the definition in the short version of this paper [13], but can be shown to be equivalent.
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– We initialize Incompletei (i  n) to contain all tuple sets of size at most c that are join consistent and connected,
and contain a tuple from Ri . We then replace pairs of tuple sets that can be merged by a single tuple set. See
Lines 3–8.
– We implement Incompletei (i  n) as a priority queue. During each iteration of the loop in Line 9, we find the
priority queue with the highest ranking tuple set at its top. (See Lines 10–15). We will extract the next tuple set
from this priority queue.
– Before printing a tuple set, we first check if it is already in Complete (Line 17). This is necessary since each tuple
set T will be generated as many times as the number of tuples that it contains.
We show the correctness of PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD by proving three lemmas.
Lemma 5.2 (Results are in full disjunction). Let f be a ranking function that is monotonically c-determined, for a
given constant c. Let k be a positive integer. Let R be a set of relations. PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD(R, c, f, k)
returns k different tuple sets belonging to FD(R), if FD(R) contains at least k tuple sets. Otherwise, the algorithm
PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD(R, c, f, k) returns each tuple set in FD(R) exactly once.
Proof. We observe that PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD runs in a very similar manner to INCREMENTALFD. Impor-
tantly, both algorithms use the procedure GETNEXTRESULT to return result tuple sets. When analyzing correctness,
the only major difference between the algorithms is in the manner in which Incomplete is initialized. We observe that
in PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD, the initialization process has the following three important characteristics:
(i) Every tuple set inserted into Incompletei is join consistent and connected.
(ii) Every tuple in the relation Ri (i  n) appears in at least one tuple set inserted into Incompletei .
(iii) There are no two tuple sets T1 and T2 in Incompletei (i  n) such that T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T for some T ∈ FDi (R).
This is ensured by the loop of Line 5.
Therefore, the required follows from Remarks 4.3 and 4.5. 
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constant c. Let k be a positive integer. Let R be a set of relations. PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD(R, c, f, k) runs in
polynomial time in the size of R and k, for a given constant c.
Proof. First, the queues Incompletei (i  n) are initialized, with O(sc) tuple sets. Then, tuple sets in Incompletei are
merged, if possible. For each pair of tuple sets, we can check if a merge is possible in linear time in the size of the tuple
sets. Finally, the tuple sets are sorted according to their rank. By our assumption, it is possible to determine the rank
of a tuple set T in polynomial time in the size of T . We conclude that if c is a given constant, then the initialization
stage takes polynomial time in the size of R.
Next, the algorithm PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD prints k different tuple sets by calling GETNEXTRESULT. As
observed earlier, it may be necessary to make nk calls to GETNEXTRESULT in order to return k different tuple sets.
This may be necessary, since a tuple set will be generated once for each tuple it contains. It is sufficient to show that
GETNEXTRESULT runs in polynomial time in the size ofR and k, to conclude that PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD also
runs in polynomial time in the size of R and k.
Clearly, GETNEXTRESULT runs in polynomial time if and only if Incomplete and Complete are of polynomial size
with respect to R and k. In the worst case, Incomplete and Complete get larger each time that GETNEXTRESULT is
called. Hence, it is sufficient to show that the nkth time that GETNEXTRESULT is called, Incomplete and Complete
have size that is polynomial in R and k.
The nkth time that GETNEXTRESULT is called, the list Complete contains at most k − 1 tuple sets. (Recall that we
stop the algorithm when Complete contains k tuple sets.) Incomplete is initialized with O(sc) tuple sets. During each
iteration, we may add to Incomplete at mostO(s) additional tuple sets. Therefore, the last time that GETNEXTRESULT
is called (i.e., the nkth time), Incomplete contains at most O(nks + sc) tuple sets.
We conclude that, given a constant c, the sizes of Incomplete and Complete are polynomial in R and k. Hence,
GETNEXTRESULT runs in polynomial time. Since GETNEXTRESULT is called a polynomial number of times, the
total runtime of PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD is polynomial in R and k, as required. 
Lemma 5.4 (Returns top-k). Let f be a ranking function that is monotonically c-determined, for a given constant c.
Let k be a positive integer. LetR be a set of relations. PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD(R, c, f, k) prints the top-k tuple
sets, according to f .
Proof. Let T1, . . . , Tk be the tuple sets printed by PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD. Suppose, by way of contradiction,
that this claim does not hold. Then, there is a tuple set T ∈ FD(R) and an index j such that f (T ) > f (Tj ).
Let T ′j be the tuple set that is removed from Incompletei (for some i  n), and extended, to derive Tj . Since T ′j ⊆ Tj
and f is monotonically c-determined, it follows that f (T ′j ) f (Tj ).
Now, consider the tuple T . Since f is monotonically c-determined, there is a connected tuple set T ′ such that
– T ′ ⊆ T ;
– |T ′| c;
– f (T ′) = f (T ).
After initialization, observe that there is a tuple set T ′′ in Incomplete such that T ′ ⊆ T ′′. This holds since T ′ is inserted
into Incomplete (Line 4). Next, it is possible that T ′ will be merged with other tuple sets to derive T ′′ (Lines 5–8).
We have shown that after initialization there is at least one tuple set in one of Incomplete1, . . . , Incompleten that
contains T ′. There may be many such tuple sets T ′′ that contain T ′. We use ϕ(T ,T ′′) to denote the maximal subset
of T ∩ T ′′ that contains T ′ and is connected. Let T∗ be the tuple set
– that was inserted into Incompletei (for some i  n) or into Complete at some point in the execution of PRIORITY-
INCREMENTALFD before T ′j was removed
– for which ϕ(T ,T∗) is of maximal size.
We have established that such a tuple set exists.
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derive that f (T∗) > f (T ′j ). Since our algorithm always chooses the highest ranking tuple set to remove, it follows
that T∗ is removed before T ′j is removed. If T∗ = T , then T is printed, in contradiction to the assumption that T was
not printed. Suppose otherwise. Then, there is a tuple t∗ ∈ T − T∗ such that ϕ(T ,T∗) ∪ {t∗} is join consistent and
connected.
Consider the call to GETNEXTRESULT in which T∗ was removed from one of Incompletei . At some point in the
iteration of the foreach loop (Line 7 of GETNEXTRESULT), the tuple t∗ will be reached. It follows that at the end of
the iteration of the while loop, there will be a tuple set T ′∗ in Incompletei or Complete that contains all the tuples in
ϕ(T0, T∗) ∪ {t∗}. This contradicts the maximality of T∗.
We derive that it is not possible for Tj to be printed before T , if f (T ) > f (Tj ). Hence, PRIORITYINCREMEN-
TALFD returns the top-k results, as required. 
The following theorem follows directly from Lemmas 5.2–5.4.
Theorem 5.5 (Tractable cases). Let f be a ranking function that is monotonically c-determined, for a given constant c.
Let k be a positive integer. The top-(k, f ) full-disjunction problem for a given set of relations R can be solved in
polynomial time in the size of R and k.
Remark 5.6. The algorithm PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD can be adapted to solve a related problem. The (τ, f )-
threshold full-disjunction problem is as follows: Given a set of relations R a ranking function f and a threshold (i.e.,
a positive number) τ , find all tuple sets T in FD(R) such that f (T ) τ .
To solve the (τ, f )-threshold full-disjunction problem, we adapt PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD in the following
manner. Instead of looping over the lists Incompletei until k tuple sets are printed (Line 9), the algorithm should loop
over Incompletei until reaching a tuple set with rank below the threshold. PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD returns tuple
sets in ranking order. (This follows from Lemma 5.4.) Therefore, this adaptation is guaranteed to print exactly the
required tuple sets. In addition, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that this adaption runs in incremental polynomial time.
6. Approximate full disjunctions
Full disjunctions require equality between the values of corresponding attributes in different relations. Full disjunc-
tions can be extended to consider constraints that are more general than equalities [3,14]. For example, it may be of
practical use to require that corresponding string values be synonymous or “sound alike,” instead of being equal. For
numerical values, it may be of interest to allow for some small difference of size between corresponding values. In
other words, instead of returning join consistent sets of tuples, we may want to return approximately join consistent
sets of tuples.
Another generalization of interest is to consider probabilistic databases, e.g., [15]. In this context, each tuple is
associated with the probability that it is correct. Usually, the user is interested in answers that are composed of tuples
whose combined probability of correctness is above some given threshold.
To formalize the above ideas, we introduce two functions: sim and prob. The binary function sim(t, t ′) associates
pairs of tuples t and t ′ with a numerical value that reflects the measure of similarity between the values of the corre-
sponding attributes of t and t ′. We assume that sim is symmetric, i.e., for all t and t ′ it holds that sim(t, t ′) = sim(t ′, t).7
The unary function prob(t) associates each tuple with its probability of being correct, i.e., with a number between 0
and 1.
The functions sim and prob can be used to define approximately join functions. An approximate join function A is
a function that associates each tuple set T with a value 0 v  1. Intuitively, A(T ) is the likelihood that T contains
tuples that represent connected and join consistent entities. It is natural to define A in terms of the functions sim and
prob. We say that A is acceptable if
7 Note that the values sim(t, t ′) can be defined in many different ways, e.g., using edit distance, tf-idf, etc. A methodology for defining the
similarity values is beyond the scope of this paper.
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(i) A(T ) = 0 whenever T is not connected;
(ii) whenever T and T ′ are connected, it holds that: T ⊆ T ′ ⇒ A(T )A(T ′).
Intuitively, item 1 states that it is impossible for T to be approximately join consistent and connected if T is not
connected. Item 2 states that the likelihood of a tuple set being approximately join consistent and connected can
only decrease as additional tuple sets are added. In the remainder of this paper, we will only consider acceptable
approximate join functions.
Acceptable approximate join functions can be defined in many different ways, as we demonstrate in the following
example.
Example 6.1. Suppose that tuple c1 from the relation Climates (Table 1) has a spelling error, and contains the data
(Cannada,diverse). (Such spelling mistakes are common in sources derived by wrapping Web pages.) Figure 4
depicts several tuples, including the misspelled c1, from the relations Climates, Sites and Accommodations.
Each tuple t is annotated with prob(t). The edge between each pair of connected tuple sets t and t ′ is annotated with
the value sim(t, t ′).
Consider the approximate join functions Amin and Aprod, defined as follows. The value of Amin(T ) is 0 if T is not
connected, prob(t) if T is a singleton tuple set {t} and is defined otherwise as:
Amin(T ) := min
{
min
{
prob(t) | t ∈ T }, min{sim(t, t ′) | t, t ∈ T are connected}}.
The value of Aprod(T ) is 0, if T is not connected, 1 if T is a singleton tuple set and is defined otherwise as:
Aprod(T ) :=
∏
t,t ′∈T
t,t ′ are connected
sim(t, t ′).
Observe that both Amin and Aprod are acceptable. Let T1 be the tuple set {c1, a2, s2}. Then, Amin(T1) = 0.5 and
Aprod(T1) = 0.32.
We now adapt the definition of a full disjunction to take into consideration an approximate join function. In this
context, the user supplies an approximate join function A and a threshold τ . The user is interested in generating all
tuple sets T of the full disjunction with A(T ) τ . We formalize this notion in the following definition.
Definition 6.2 ((A, τ)-approximate full disjunction). Let R be a set of relations, A be an approximate join function
and let τ be a threshold value. The (A, τ)-approximate full disjunction of R, denoted AFD(R,A, τ), is a set of tuple
sets such that the following hold:
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Fig. 6. Given a set of relations R= {R1, . . . ,Rn}, an index i  n, lists Incomplete and Complete, an acceptable approximate join function A, and
an a threshold τ , the algorithm APPROXGETNEXTRESULT returns a new result that belongs to AFDi (R,A, τ).
(i) No redundancy. No tuple set of AFD(R,A, τ) is strictly contained in another tuple set of AFD(R,A.τ ).
(ii) Tuples sets are approximately join consistent and connected: If T ∈ AFD(R,A, τ) then A(T ) τ .
(iii) All approximately join consistent and connected tuple sets are represented: Let T ⊆ Tuples(R) be a tuple set
such that A(T ) τ . Then, T is contained in some tuple set in AFD(R,A, τ).
Similarly to before, we use AFDi (R,A, τ) to denote the set of tuple sets in AFD(R,A, τ) that contain a tuple from Ri .
We consider the problem of computing the (A, τ)-approximate full disjunction of a set of relations R. In order to
compute AFD(R,A, τ), we adapt the procedures INCREMENTALFD and GETNEXTRESULT to return tuple sets in
AFDi (R,A, τ), instead of tuple sets in FDi (R). Our adaptations, called APPROXINCREMENTALFD and APPROX-
GETNEXTRESULT, appear in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
The lines of APPROXINCREMENTALFD that differ from the corresponding lines of INCREMENTALFD have been
marked with “∗.” We discuss these changes below.
– Line 3. In this line, we initialize the list Incomplete with tuples in Ri . However, we only add to Incomplete
singleton tuple sets containing a tuple t which is “good enough” with respect to A and τ , i.e., for which A({t}) τ .
– Line 6. The only change to this line is in calling the subprocedure APPROXGETNEXTRESULT instead of GET-
NEXTRESULT.
The lines of APPROXGETNEXTRESULT that differ from the corresponding lines of GETNEXTRESULT have also
been marked with “∗.” The changes are discussed now.
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we now require A(T ∪ {tg}) τ and A(T ′ ∪ S) τ , respectively.
– Line 8. The change here is rather subtle. As above, we change the requirement from JCC(T ′) to A(T ′)  τ .
However, we also make an additional change to this line. In GETNEXTRESULT there was always a single subset
T ′ that was contained in T ∪ {tb}, contained tb and was maximal. Furthermore, this tuple set could be found
efficiently by simply removing from T any tuple not join consistent with tb and then removing all tuples in T that
are no longer connected to tb . In APPROXGETNEXTRESULT, there may be many tuple sets T ′ that satisfy the
requirements. We must consider each tuple set T ′ satisfying the requirements. The number of such tuple sets, and
the difficulty in generating them, depends on the definition of A.
The following example demonstrates that there may be more than one tuple set T ′ satisfying the requirements of
Line 8.
Example 6.3. Recall the tuples in Fig. 4. Let T be the tuple set {c1, s1, a2} and let tb be the tuple s2. Let τ = 0.4.
Consider now the approximate join function Amin from Example 6.1. It is easy to see that the tuple set T ′ =
{c1, s2, a2} is the only maximal subset of T ∪ {tb} that contains tb (i.e., s2), for which Amin(T ′)  τ . (Note that
Amin(T ′) = 0.5.)
Consider instead the approximate join function Aprod from Example 6.1. The set T ′ = {c1, s2, a2} does not meet
the requirements of Line 8, since Aprod(T ′) = 0.8 ∗ 0.8 ∗ 0.5 = 0.32 < τ . However, there are two maximal subsets of
T ∪ {tb} that meet all requirements of Line 8: T ′1 = {c1, s2} and T ′2 = {s2, a2}.
In order for APPROXGETNEXTRESULT to remain in PINC (incremental polynomial time), it must be possible to
generate all tuple sets satisfying Line 8 efficiently. We formalize this notion in the following definition.
Definition 6.4 (Efficiently computable). Let A be an approximate join function. We say that A is efficiently computable
if, for all thresholds τ , tuple sets T and tuples tb, if A(T ) τ , then it is possible to generate in polynomial time all
maximal tuple sets T ′ ⊆ T ∪ {tb} such that A(T ′) τ .
For example, Amin is efficiently computable, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 6.5 (Amin is efficiently computable). The approximate join function Amin is efficiently computable.
Proof. Let τ be a threshold. Let T be a tuple set such that Amin(T ) τ . Let tb be a tuple. If Amin(T ∪ {tb}) τ , then
T ′ = T ∪ {tb} is the only maximal tuple set contained in T ∪ {tb} such that Amin(T ′) τ . Similarly, if Amin({tb}) < τ ,
then T ′ = T is the only maximal tuple set contained in T ∪ {tb} such that Amin(T ′) τ .
Assume that A(T ∪ {tb}) < τ and A({tb}) τ . Let T ′ be the tuple set derived from T ∪ {tb} by
(i) removing every tuple t ′ that is connected to tb for which sim(t, tb) < τ ;
(ii) removing every tuple that is no longer connected to tb.
Note that it is not necessary to remove tuples t with prob(t) < τ since Amin(T ) τ , and hence, Amin({t}) τ for all
t ∈ T .
It is not difficult to see that the sets T and T ′ are the only maximal sets contained in T ∪{tb} with approximate join
values (w.r.t. Amin) at least τ . 
One can show that the algorithm APPROXINCREMENTALFD correctly computes the (A, τ)-approximate full dis-
junction in incremental polynomial time if A is acceptable and efficiently computable. Essentially the same proof used
to prove correctness of INCREMENTALFD can be used to show this result. Intuitively, the reasons for correctness are
as follows:
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additional tuples. This method remains correct when generating approximate results, since A is acceptable. This
guarantees that large tuple sets in the results can always be created by first considering smaller tuple sets.
– In the algorithm, only tuple sets in AFD(R,A, τ) are returned. This is ensured by only adding tuple sets T
for which A(T )  τ to the list Incomplete. Note that even on initialization we check this requirement, thereby
ensuring correctness.
– It is possible to show that the lists Incomplete and Complete never grow larger than the size of the final result. (In
fact, at each point they are no larger than a polynomial in the number of tuple sets printed thus far.) Therefore,
as before, looping over these lists can be performed in polynomial time. Although we now loop in Line 8 over
several tuple sets, this step is still polynomial, since A is efficiently computable.
For completeness, we show claims analogous to Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.4 for the procedure APPROXINCRE-
MENTALFD in Appendix A. Theorem 6.6 follows in a straightforward manner from these results using the same
reasoning as when considering the algorithm INCREMENTALFD. (Note that, as explained above, the claim of incre-
mental polynomial time follows both from the analogous claim to Lemma 4.4 and from the fact that A is efficiently
computable.)
Theorem 6.6 (Algorithm correctness). LetR= {R1, . . . ,Rn} be a set of relations, i be an index and τ be a threshold.
Let A be an acceptable and efficiently computable approximate join function. Then, APPROXINCREMENTALFD prints
AFDi (R,A, τ) in incremental polynomial time.
Corollary 6.7 (Generating approximate results). Let R be a set of relations, A be an acceptable and efficiently
computable approximate join function and τ be a threshold. Then, the problem of generating AFD(R,A, τ) is in
PINC.
We note that the algorithm APPROXINCREMENTALFD can also be adapted to return tuples in ranking order, for
a monotonically c-determined ranking function. This can be achieved by adapting APPROXINCREMENTALFD in the
spirit of PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD.
7. Optimizing the algorithm
In this section we discuss improvements to INCREMENTALFD that (1) allow it to be feasibly implemented within
a relational database system and (2) lower its total runtime. The ideas presented here can be carried over to the other
algorithms considered in this paper.
Block-based execution. The algorithm INCREMENTALFD has a tuple-based execution, since all the loops in the
algorithm iterate over tuples or over tuple-sets. A simple, but important, refinement is to loop over blocks of tuples,
instead of over individual tuples. In fact, it is possible to adjust all loops to iterate over blocks of tuples (or blocks of
tuple sets, as appropriate), without affecting the correctness of the algorithm [16].
Indexing to speed up execution. The total runtime required to compute the full disjunction (Theorem 4.9) is
O(sn3f 2). Since (1) the output of a full disjunction may be exponential in the input and (2) the output always
dominates the size of the database, the factor of f 2 is most influential in the total runtime of the algorithm. Recall that
the f 2 follows from
(i) the number of iterations of the loop in Line 5 of INCREMENTALFD, and
(ii) the need to merge T ′ with previously computed tuple sets in Lines 7–18 of GETNEXTRESULT.
In order to lower the second cost, hashtables should be used instead of linked lists for Complete and Incomplete. The
tuples sets in Complete and Incomplete should be hashed based on their tuple from Ri . Then, instead of looping over
all of Complete and Incomplete in Lines 7–18 of GETNEXTRESULT, it is sufficient to loop only over those tuple sets
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the total runtime.
Judicious use of additional indexes can speed up the loop of Line 2 in GETNEXTRESULT. We do not discuss this
further, since this loop executes in a similar fashion to computing a natural join.
Minimizing repeated work. When generating the set FD({R1, . . . ,Rn}) we must, for all i  n, execute the algorithm
INCREMENTALFD({R1, . . . ,Rn}, i). This results in recomputing previous answers, i.e., each tuple set T will be re-
computed j times, if T contains j tuples. We can reduce the number of such recomputations (or the amount of work
needed to derive them) with a clever initialization of Incomplete. There are many interesting ways to initialize the set
Incomplete. In order to retain correctness of the algorithm, the initialization of Incomplete should be subject to the
following conditions, discussed in Remarks 4.3 and 4.5: (More general conditions are also possible.)
(i) Every tuple set in Incomplete should be join consistent and connected.
(ii) For every tuple set T in FDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn}) there should be a tuple set T ′ in Incomplete such that T ′ contains the
same tuple from Ri as T .
(iii) There should not be two tuple sets T1 and T2 in Incomplete that are contained in the same tuple set T in
FDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn}).
One way to ensure that Incomplete has the above properties was specified in the algorithm. A second option is to
initialize Incomplete to contain
(i) the tuple sets that contain a tuple from Ri and were returned during previous calls to the algorithm and
(ii) the tuple sets {t} for all t ∈ Ri that does not appear in any previously returned tuple set.
If Complete is a global variable that contains all tuple sets added during all calls to INCREMENTALFD, we can also
adjust the loops of Lines 2 and 7 (in GETNEXTRESULT) to iterate only over tuples in Ri+1, . . . ,Rn. (We must only
print tuple sets that are not contained in previously printed tuple sets.)
A third way to initialize Incomplete is to take the tuple sets returned in previous calls to the algorithm, remove
from them tuples from R1, . . . ,Ri−1, and then try to extend these tuple sets (in a manner similar to the loop in Line 2
of GETNEXTRESULT, once again only considering tuples from Ri+1, . . . ,Rn) in order to find tuple sets that will
necessarily yield “new” answers, i.e., answers not already returned. In addition, Incomplete must contain the tuple
sets {t} for all t ∈ Ri that does not appear in any previously returned tuple set (as in item 2, above). Note that we must
remove tuple sets from Incomplete that are contained in another tuple set in Incomplete (in order to retain the space
complexity of O(f )).
Although the different choices for initializing Incomplete do not affect the big-O complexity of our algorithm,
in practice one of these methods may turn out to be superior. Note the tradeoffs between the different methods. For
example, the third method does more preprocessing work than the second. However, it creates a set Incomplete that
will require less work to extend, since tuple sets previously returned will not be returned once again. Experimentation
is needed to determine which method of initializing Incomplete yields the quickest runtime.
8. Conclusion
We have presented the algorithm INCREMENTALFD for computing a full disjunction, and two variations of this
algorithm, namely PRIORITYINCREMENTALFD and APPROXINCREMENTALFD. Our contributions can be summa-
rized as follows.
– The algorithm INCREMENTALFD improves significantly on previous algorithms for computing a full disjunction.
It is general enough to be applicable to any set of relations (as opposed to [2], which is only applicable to γ -
acyclic relations). It is significantly simpler and more efficient than the algorithm of [3] and lends itself more
easily to database implementation. Our algorithm runs in incremental polynomial time, as opposed to [3], which
runs in polynomial time under input–output complexity.
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INCREMENTALFD can return k answers in ranking order in polynomial time in the input and k. This was not
known to be possible for any ranking function.
– For acceptable and efficiently computable approximate join functions A, APPROXINCREMENTALFD returns the
(A, τ)-approximate full disjunction of a set of relations in incremental polynomial time. This result is of impor-
tance in the context of information integration, since the same entity may appear with different names in different
relations.
Recently we have implemented our algorithm in an open-source database system [16]. Interesting future work
includes identifying exactly the ranking functions that allow the top-k answers to be computed in polynomial time, as
well as identifying exactly the approximate join functions that allow approximate results to be computed efficiently.
Appendix A
For completeness, we show claims analogous to Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.4 for the procedure APPROXINCRE-
MENTALFD.
Theorem A.1 (Prints correct tuples). Let R = {R1, . . . ,Rn} be a set of relations, i be an index (i  n) and τ be a
threshold. Let A be an acceptable and efficiently computable approximate join function. Let F be the set of tuple sets
printed during the execution of the algorithm APPROXINCREMENTALFD(R, i,A, τ). Then,
F = AFDi (R,A, τ).
Proof. The inclusion “⊆” follows from a simple analysis of the execution of APPROXINCREMENTALFD and its
subprocedure APPROXGETNEXTRESULT. First, observe that throughout the algorithms we only add approximately
join consistent and connected tuple sets to Incomplete. (This holds even when initializing Incomplete in Line 3 of
APPROXINCREMENTALFD.) Next, after removing a tuple set T from Incomplete, we print this tuple set only after it
has been maximally extended with approximately join consistent and connected tuples. (This extension is performed
in Lines 2–6 of APPROXGETNEXTRESULT.) Note that it is not possible for us to create a tuple set not in the result,
i.e., not maximal, in this fashion. This holds since A is acceptable, and hence, any connected subset T ′ of a tuple set
T in the result has A(T ′) τ . Hence, whenever a tuple set is printed, it is guaranteed to be a tuple set in the result.
We now show inclusion “⊇.” Let T0 be a tuple set in AFDi (R,A, τ). Let ti be the tuple in T0 that is in Ri . Let T
be a tuple set in F that contains ti . We use ϕ(T0, T ) to denote the maximal subset of T0 ∩ T that contains ti and is
connected.
Let T∗ be a tuple set in F that contains ti , such that ϕ(T0, T∗) is of maximal size (i.e., has a maximal number of
tuples). It is not difficult to see that there is such a tuple set since {ti} is added to Incomplete in Line 4 of APPROXIN-
CREMENTALFD. (This holds since A(T0) τ implies that A({ti}) τ since A is acceptable.) If T∗ = T0, then we are
finished. Suppose otherwise. Observe that this implies that there is some tuple t∗ ∈ T0 − T∗ such that ϕ(T0, T∗) ∪ {t∗}
is join consistent and connected.
Consider the iteration of the while loop (Line 5 of APPROXINCREMENTALFD) in which T∗ was printed. The
procedure APPROXGETNEXTRESULT is called. At some point in the iteration of the foreach loop (Line 7 of AP-
PROXGETNEXTRESULT), the tuple t∗ will be reached. It follows that at the end of the iteration of the while loop,
there will be a tuple set T ′∗ in Incomplete or Complete that contains all the tuples in ϕ(T0, T∗) ∪ {t∗}. Eventually, T ′∗
(or an extension of it) will be printed. This contradicts the maximality of T∗ in F . 
Lemma A.2 (Tuple sets in lists). Throughout the execution of APPROXINCREMENTALFD it holds that if T1 and T2
are tuple sets in Incomplete or Complete, then there is no tuple set T ∈ AFDi (R,A, τ) such that T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T .
Proof. We prove the required by induction on the execution of APPROXINCREMENTALFD. Clearly our claim holds
for the base case before the first iteration of the loop of Line 5 of APPROXINCREMENTALFD, i.e., after initialization,
since no tuple set in the output can contain two tuples from the same relation. Such a tuple set T would not be
connected, by definition, and therefore, A(T ) = 0 since A is acceptable.
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after inserting i + 1 tuple sets. Let T2 be the (i + 1)th tuple set inserted into Complete or Incomplete. Suppose, by way
of contradiction, that there is a tuple set T1 in Incomplete or Complete and a tuple set T ∈ AFDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn},A, τ)
such that T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T . (The tuple set T1 is already in Incomplete or in Complete before T2 is inserted.)
Suppose first that T2 was inserted into Incomplete. If T1 ∈ Incomplete, then the condition of Line 14 of APPROX-
GETNEXTRESULT would have been true. This follows since T1 and T2 contain the same tuple from Ri , and hence,
T1 ∪ T2 is connected. In addition, since T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T and A is acceptable, A(T1 ∪ T2)  A(T )  τ . Hence,
A(T1 ∪ T2) τ holds, and therefore, T2 would not have been inserted into Incomplete. If T1 ∈ Complete, then T1 = T
(since T1 is maximal). Hence, T2 ⊆ T1, and the condition of Line 11 of APPROXGETNEXTRESULT would have been
true for T1 and therefore, T2 would not have been inserted. We can conclude that it is impossible for T2 to have been
inserted into Incomplete.
Suppose now that T2 was inserted into Complete. Recall that a subset T ′2 of T2 was in Incomplete, and this subset
was removed (in Line 1 of APPROXGETNEXTRESULT) and extended to form T2 (in Lines 2–6 of APPROXGET-
NEXTRESULT). By the induction hypothesis, at the point when T ′2 was in Incomplete, there was no tuple set T1 in
Incomplete or Complete and tuple set T ∈ AFDi ({R1, . . . ,Rn},A, τ) such that T1 ⊆ T and T2 ⊆ T . Hence, if there is
now such a tuple set T1, it must have been inserted after T ′2 was removed from Incomplete and before T2 was inserted
into Complete. This implies that T1 is a tuple set that was inserted into Incomplete during the execution of the loop
in Line 7 of APPROXGETNEXTRESULT. However, this is not possible, since T1 has a tuple tb not in T2, and T2 is a
maximal tuple set. We conclude that it is impossible for T2 to have been inserted into Complete. 
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